AGENDA


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | 14h00 Opening  
(Kurt Bodewig, European Coordinator) |
| 2    | Adoption of agenda |
| 3    | Tour de table  
(presentation of all members) |
| 4    | Presentation of the corridor process towards the first update of the Baltic-Adriatic Corridor Work Plan and purpose of the working group of Regions, Macro-regional Strategies and Urban Nodes  
(Franciszek Labno, DG MOVE) |
| 5    | Appointment of a spokesperson / rapporteur for the working group |
| 6    | Characteristics of the Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Presentation of the state of play of the corridor study with regard to urban nodes  
1. Overview of the BAC infrastructure: status, targets and planned investments  
2. Preliminary analysis of the urban nodes of the Baltic-Adriatic Corridor in the framework of Regulation 1315/2013  
(Roberto Zani and Enrico Bernardis, tplan Consulting) |
| 7    | Regional tasks to support interconnection between long-distance, regional and local flows  
(Algirdas Šakalys, European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region) |
| 8    | Issue paper on urban nodes: Effectively Integrating Urban Nodes  
(Gudrun Schulze, European Commission) |
| 9    | Feedback and Discussion |
| 10   | Agreement on the messages to report in the 8th Corridor Forum meeting |
| 11   | Further steps for the working group |
| 12   | Conclusions / wrap-up  
(Kurt Bodewig, European Coordinator) |

End of meeting: at the latest by 18h00
Meeting place: Room CCAB 3A, Conference Centre Albert Borschette, 36 Rue Froissart, Brussels